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KENNA, ROOSEVELT COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, MAY 13, 1921
ESTHER LEE GOULD

POLES SEIZING
UPPER SILESIA
ITALIAN
FORCES EXPELL
ARMY OF INSURGENTS
AT PLESS.

(

ALLIES SEND

ULTIMATUM

I

ITALIANS OPEN FIRE ON POLES

NO. 8

Tires and Tubes
Boots and Patching

Accessories

and Supplies

Phone 42

FORWARD NOTE FROM LONDON CONFERENCE OF
THE LEAGUE

P.

&,

R. GARAGE

El Ida, New Mexico

DEMANDS PAYMENTS NOW DUE
Acetylene Welding

French Government Impresses
Upon Warsaw the Grave Conee.
quence Which Is Likely to
Result from Uprising.

The

reBerlin.
advices
ceived here are to the effect that all
the large towns In the industrial
region of Upper Silesia are surrounded by Polish Insurgents, while
a suburb of Glelwltz, and
Kleferstadt have been occupied by
rebels. VariouB places in the district
of Orsenberg are reported to have
been similarly occupied.
The Polish flag is said to be flying
from the town hall at Ryblnk, but the
Italians have expelled the insurgents
from Pless and arrested some of their
leaders.
The whole of the right bank of the
Oder in the Ratisbor area is in the
hands of the rebels. The authorities
have regained possession of Myslo-Semi-offici-

Rlch-tersdor- f,

"WitZ.

The Italian foroes at Gross Streh-lit- z
opened with artillery fire on
Poles who were attempting to occupy
the city. The Poles replied with field
guns.
The disorders in Upper Silesia are
continuing, according to. French official dispatches received at Paris.
Although the disorders have been
controlled in the mining districts the
disturbances are spreading into the
rural sections of Pless, Lubllnltz and
Rosenberg, the dispatches state.
The French government,
it was
learned, has strongly impressed upon
the government at Warsaw the grave
conseuences to Polish-Inter- ests
likely to result from a Polish uprising in
Tipper Silesia. Unrest has been reported in this region over the rumor
of an allied decision giving Poland
only two districts there as a result
of the recent plebiscite.
A mining
strike is also in progress there.
Colonel Bond, British control offreported to
icer at Gross, Strehlitz,
British headquarters here that he
opened artillery fire on 2,000 to 3,000
Poles attempting to occupy the city.
The Poles brought up light field
pieces and were replying.
Colonel Bond, who has approxl.
mately 200 Italian troops, also
ported that he probably could not
hold out long.

EMPLOYMENT

ON INCREASE

Unemployment Decreasing In Okla.
homa, Arkansas and Texas
Washington, D. C. Unemployment
throughout the county Increased four-tent- h
of 1 per cent during April, according to figures made public by the
department of labor.
A decrease or 7,037 workers from
the pay rolls of 1,424 firms in sixty
five Industrial centers, normally em
ploying 501 or more, or a total of
1,600,000, was shown by the labor de-

partment statistics.
Of

fifty-thre-
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S. YAP

STAND

Curzon Told America Should Have
'
One Concession
Paris. Count Sforza, the Italian
foreign minister, talking during the
Journey from the supreme council
meeting In London of the American
government's
note concerning the
Yap mandate,
.

Occu-

London. "The allied powers, taking note of the fact that despite the
successive concessions made by the
allies since the signature of the treaty
..ft
of Versailles, and despite the warnings and sanctions agreed upon at Spa
and Paris, as wsll as of the sanctions
announced at London and since applied
the German government is still
A new record .for brilliant scholarship has been established at the Un- In default of fulfillment of the obligaiversity of Columbia by Miss Esther tions Incumbent upon it under the
Although only twenty terms of the treaty of Versailles, as
Lee Gould.
years of age, Mlse Gould Is to reoelve regards :
First Disarmament
the degree of doctor of philosophy,
Second The payment due May 1,
after only one year of preparatory 1921,
under Article 235 of the treaty
work, Instead of the usual three or
four. She ie specializing In languages, which the reparations commission aland Is proficient In Latin, Greek, ready has called upon it to make at
French, Italian, German and Spanish. this date.
Third The trial of war criminals,
as further provided for by the allies'
BORAH SPLITS WITH HARDING notes of Feb. 13 and May 7, 1920,
Fourth Certain other Important
aspects, notably those which arise unSENATOR PLANS BATTLE ON der Article 264 to 267, 269, 273, 321,
322 and 327 of the treaty, decide:
NAVAL REDUCTION.
"(A) To proceed firom now, with
necessary preliminary measures
Want Building Program Delayed Six all
for the occupation of the Ruhr Val. Months for National
ley by allied troops on the Rhine, un
Conferences.
der the conditions laid down.
"(B) In accordance with Articla
Washington Administration forces 235 of the Versailles treaty to invite
won the first skirmish in the impendthe allied reparations commission to
ing senate fight over naval disarma- notify the German government with
out delay of time and methods for
ment.
Guided by the expressed wishes of the discharge by Germany of hei
President Harding, the senate naval debt, and to announce its decision on
committee refused to incorporate in this point to tne German government
the annual naval appropriation meas- by May 12 at the latest.
"(C) To summon the German govure the proposal of Senator Borah,
republican, Idaho, authorizing and ernment to declare categorically withrequesting the chief executive to In- in six days after receiving the above
vite Great Britain and Japan to send decision, its intention (1) to execute
representatives to a disarmament without reservation or conditions by
the reparations commission; (2) to
conference here.
accept and realize without reservaBorah Announces Fight.
tion or condition in regard to its obBefore the committee acted Sena- ligations the guarantees prescribed
tor Borah had given notice of the by the reparations commission; (3) to
fight to come by reintroducing his execute without reservation or delay
proposal In the senate and moving to measures concerning military, naval
suspend the rules to make it in order. and aerial disarmament of which GerSenator Pomerene, democrat, Ohio, many was notified by the allied naalso gave formal notice that he in- tions in their note of January 29;
tended to present a disarmament those meaoures which they so far
amendment to the naval bill in the failed to comply wTfh, are to be comsenate. His amendment would au- pleted immediately and a date is still
thorize the president to delay the to be fixed; (4) to proceed without
building program six months while reservation or delay to the trial of
an effort was being made to arrange a war criminals, and also with other
conference
between
the United parts of the Versailles treaty which
have not as yet been fulfilled.
States, Great Britain and Japan.
"(D) To proceed on May 12 with
It is understood that administration
leaders in both the senate and house the occupation of the Ruhr valley, and
plan to delay action on any propos- to undertake all other military and
als for international disarmament naval measures, should the German
because of the desire of the president government fail to comply with the
not to have this question initiated foregoing conditions. This occupation
Into congress at the present session will last as long as Germany continues her failure to fulfill the conditions
of international relations.
laid down."

;J

twenty-eigh- t

showed decreases in employment during April, against twenty-fivshowing
improved conditions, the Pacific coast,
the statement said almost universally
lost ground.
In Kentucky and Tennessee, the labor situation was reported as showing
no improvement.
But in Arkansas,
Oklahoma and Texas a general improvement was said to be everywhere

the

W. E. LUCAS

Expert Mechanics

PROPRIETOR

pation of the Ruhr Valley and to
Undertake all Other War.
fare Methods.

centers BANKERS TO HELP FARMER

industrial

e

east of the Mississippi,

To Proceed on May 12 with

TO REDUCE

STEEL WAGES

Treasury Officials Believe Reserve
Banks Will Cut Rediscount

Twenty Percent Reduction
nounced by Gary

Washington. Reduction, of the federal reserve board rediscount rate in
the farming districts as a relief measure in the agricultural situation was
regarded as probable by some treasury officials who commented on the
action of the New York reserve bank.
In lowering the rate on commercial
paper from 7 to 16 V4 percent.
Coming after the recent reduction
from 7 to 6 percent by the Boston
reserve bank, the action of the New
York bank was considered as Indicating a gradual reduction of rates on
commercial paper In other districts
in the direction of a uniform 6 percent rate throughout the country.
At present the only reserve districts maintaining the 7 percent

New York. Wage rates of day laborers at the manufacturing plants of
the United States steel corporation
will be cut about 20 percent may 16,
Elbert H. Gary, head of the corporation, announced.
Announcement of the cut was accompanied by the following statement
from Chairman Gary:
"After long and painstaking effort
we have not been able to find a practicable basis for-th- e
entire abandonment of the 12 hour day or turn in
the Immediate future.
"However, we have eliminated the
day in certain departments
and shall continue our efforts In this
direction with the hope and expectation of making the elimination of the
day complete during the next
12-ho-

12-ho-

!

ED. J. NEER,

Undertaker end rSmrwImor
LICENSED BY STATE BOARD
" CfeHa
answered Jay or rJght 02k phone 67 two ifoca.
Redder, 67 thro ring. Agent for HotwcQ and Amerillo
Greenhouses. Portalea, New Mexico.
Complete line) of Caskets and Robe
"

DRUGS, DRUG SUPPLIES
SICK ROOM SUPPLIES

Your Mail Orders are Solicited

ROSWFstsf, N. M.
GO TO

KEMP LUMBER CO.
ELXDA, N.

VL

For Wire, Posts, Cement, Lumber and Building
Material. SafaJ?oori and H&xdwam

G. G.

BRIDGES, Manager,

NNA BANK & TRUST

COMPANY.

Kcnna, Now Mexico.
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OmAIGHT BANKING ON SAFE
AND SOUND METHODS,

THE KENNA RECORD
sin, or some other special seed produc
ing section will as a rule give best results. Seedsmen get the seed potatoes
(.hipped In by the carload and then
sell them to gardener in small quantities. It takes about ten bushels (GOO
pounds) of seed potatoes to plant an
acre. One bushel of seed will plant
h
of an acre, which Is a space
43 feet wide by 100 feet long. A peck
of seed potatoes (10 pounds) should
plant 300 feet of row, each potato bet
Ing cut Into chunky pieces having at
least one good eye to a piece.
Seed potatoes should not be cut un
til all ready to plant Whenever seed
potatoes are cut and allowed to stand,
the cut surfaces dry out turn black
and the seed loses vitality very rap- Idly. ' Scabby or diseased seed potatoes should not be used for planting.
The variety of potatoes to plant will
depend largely upon locality.
Irish
Cobbler Is one of the leading early varieties while Rural New Yorker, Early
Ohio, Triumph, Green Mountain, and
others are grown extensively.
Plant
the variety most commonly grown In
the locality, but be sure that the seed
Is free from disease and la In good,
sound condition
Furrow System Economical.
A much simpler Irrigation system
consists of small furrows, made along
the rows of plants, which are filled
After the water has
irlth water.
soaked, into the soil the furrows
should be filled with dry soil. In order to Irrigate by the furrow system
the land must be reasonably level or
elope gradually In one direction. Little banks of earth can be put In the
furrow at Intervals to hold the water
from flowing to the lower end, thus
distributing it to every part of the
row.
Do not plant potatoes too deep.
Four Inches Is about the proper depth.
Leave the surface alnioit level and
see that there are no clods, stones, or
pieces of sod directly over the hills,
potatoes are one of the first garden
crops to plant In the springtime, and
it Is safe to put the seed In the ground
two or three weeks before the date
of the last heavy frost In case there
Is likely to be a freeze after the plants
come up, cover them with an Inch or
two of loose earth to protect them.
They may be uncovered as 60on as
the weather warms up or they come
up through the soil themselves.

EARLY POTATOES
VERY IMPORTANT
Some Essential Points in Growing That Average Gardener
Is Apt to Overlook.
FOOD

one-tent-

SUPPLY MUST BE READY

Disease-Fre- e
8ed and
Plenty of Fertilizer Are Essential

Good, Plump,

Keep Bugs Off by Dusting or Spraying,
(Prepared

by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
potatoes are grown In most

Irish
home gardens, but there are Just a
game
few points In the potato-growin- g
that the home gardener la likely to
overlook which are very Important.
First of all, potatoes grow quickly, and
their food supply must be all ready
and waiting for them In the soil. Second, they are heavy feeders and want
plenty to draw upon. In other words,
the soil for Irish potatoes must not
.only be rich but It must be rich In
plant food of certain kinds. Land that
was well mnnured the previous season, and which contains plenty of organic matter Is best The first step
In preparing the soil will be to spade
or plow It In to a depth of eight or
nine Inches, then break up the clods,
If there be any, and pulverize the soil
practically as deep as It Is spaded or
plowed.
How to Use Fertilizer.
Common fertilizers give good

re-

sults for growing potatoes, especially
If the fertilizer contains potash, as po- -

I

mi

rfSy

COAST LEAGUE STARS

m

Must Travel In Htgh to Maintain Rep
utation of a League Which Sent
Many Crack Infieldert to
Major League Clubs.
In spite of the fact that the White
Sox scandal threw two former Coast
league shortstops Into the discard, the
Inflelders of that position who learned
their art on Coast league diamonds
are going to play big parts In the
American and National league pennant
races.
Two more shortstops are being con
tributed by the Coast to the majors
this year.
They are Johnny Mitchell, the Ver
non Tigers' Infleider, who was the keystone on defense for Vernon the
past three years, and Ernie Johnson,
who piloted the Salt Lake Bees last
season.
Neither player comes within the
terms of youngster. Johnson was with
the Browns, and before that was a
member of the Feds. He Jumped Los
Angeles to Join the Feds and It was
in Los Angeles he really learned to
play the sport
The pair going to the majors are re
garded as finished ball players.
They will have to travel In high to
uphold the reputation of a league
r,
which sent such star shortstops as
Terry, Bancroft Peckinpaugh,
Olson, Ward, RIsberg and Weaver to
the big show.
Terry was with Pittsburgh year be
fore last and Barney Dreyfuss let him
go for the waiver price.
The Cubs
grabbed him to play second, but when
Hoilocher was out of the game the
former Angel was used at short
Hoilocher Is a .300 hitter In the
majors and covers a world of terri
tory. Dave Bancroft at various times
has been touted as the best shortstop
In the National league. Another
man who plays short, or any
other place he Is needed, Is Ivan
Hol-loche-

BUSH VELVET BEAN FAVORED

PRESIDENT "FOUND" COOPER

Particularly

Star Southpaw of Pirates Can Thank
Chief Executive for Being In
National League.

Wilbur Cooper, star
for
Reports from 400 cooperators of the
United States Department of Agricul- the Pittsburgh Pirates, can thank
ture who tested bush velvet bean In President Harding for his being In
1920 for the. first time are highly the major leagues, for the President
Three-fourth- s
commendatory.
of
those reporting consider the bean a
market success, and over half of them
believe It to be superior to any other
variety, everything taken Into conTwo uses of the bean
sideration.
meet with particularly enthusiastic
praise.
First, Is Its use In corn,
where Its nontwlning habit is very
desirable, as It does not pull the corn
down and make harvesting difficult,
as do the twining varieties. Second,
It Is found Ideal as a cover and green
manure crop In citrus orchards, being
far superior for this purpose to nny
other legume yet found.
Its nse
should considerably reduce the fertilizer bill for citrus orchards.
left-hand-

,

Potatoes Should Be Cut Into Chunky
Pieces With at Least One Eye to a
Piece.

tatoes require more potash than Is
usually present In the soil. Fertilizer
manufacturers mix special brands tor
potatoes, and these are generully rather rich In potash. How much fertll
lzer to use will depend upon the fertil
ity of the soil, but as a rule eight
pounds to each 100 feet of row will
be about right. A good way to ap
ply the fertilizer Is to make the holes
or burrows and drop the pieces of seed
potato, cover them with an Inch or
two of soil, then scatter the fertilizer
along the row so that It will become
well mixed with the soil In completing SEEDING CLOVER WITH OATS
the covering of the seed. Another
method Is to scatter the fertilizer In If Not Pastured Too Closely and If
Stock Are Kept Off Clover
the furrow and mix It with the soil beShould Succeed.
fore dropping the pieces of 6eed po
tato.
Clover Is sometimes seeded with
Best Kind of Seed.
Small, shriveled potatoes, left In the oats to be used for pasture. If not
bottom of the barrel at the end of win- imstured too closely and If live stock
ter, are not Ot for seed. Only plump, are prevented from trampling the
disease-fre- e
potatoes, on which the field when wet, the clover should sucHowever, chances for the
ore beginning to start, should ceed.
be used for seed.
Seed grown In success of the clover are Improved If
Maine, New York, Michigan, Wiscon the oats is cut for hay.
fpi-out-

s

LATE CROP AFTER POTATOES
Corn Can Be Planted Between Rows
About Two Weeks Before Tubers
Are Harvested.

In most sections the early potatoes
'can be followed by a lute crop of sweet
corn planted between the rows of potatoes about two weeks before tho
potutoes are dug. Late cubbuge plants
can be set between thp rows of potatoes, then the soil worked about the
cabbage plants when the potutoes are
dug. Turnips cun be grown broadcast
on the land after enrly potatoes. Late
potatoes, plauted about June 1 to 20
in the north and late In July in the
south, occupy the ground until frost
and produce the main supply for win-;tuse.
er

Value of Silage.

Considering the present value of
corn, labor, rent of lund etc. a ton of
.Bllage U worth $0.
Cooperation

' Cooperation

Necessary.

.

la as necessary as a
corn plunter to a successful fanner.

51
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Wilbur Cooper.

--

-

secured Cooper his first big league
tryout. It was when Cooper was first
starting as pitcher with the Marion
(O.) team that President Harding be
Mr.
came acquainted with him.
Harding was one of the principal
backers of the Marion club. He de
cided that Cooper was destined to
become a great pitcher and he urge
BIG VIRTUE OF SANDY SOILS the Cleveland club to give him a
chance. Cooper was given a trial
Roots of Plants Pass Through It Read' with the Indians, and was being
grabbed
dropped when Pittsburgh
lly, But It Dries Out Quickly
him. He soon developed Into a, star
Clay Holds Water.
and much of the Pirates' pennant
The chief virtue of sandy soil Is that hopes are founded on him.
the roots of plants can pass through It
readily; its chief fuult Is that it dries
out too quickly. Clay soil holds water
LEW TENDLER'S WIFE
well, but It tends to pack and harden,
'
AFRAID OF TIN EARS
Both types of soil need stable manure
up
cluy
and
helps
loosens
to
sand
it
Tin ears don't worry Lew Ten-dle- r,
hold moisture.
Philadelphia lightweight
They do his wife.
Lessen Work of Cultivation.
"I don't Intend ever to have
The work of cultivating a garden
'em," says Tendler, the fighter.
will be greatly reduced If special
"When I train for a bout I
attention Is given to the preparation
wear ear muffs.
of the soil before the seeds are
planted.
"When I'm in the ring I do
the protecting myself."
6ave Soil Moisture.
Tendler, the newsboy of a few
TTnrlv
years ago, Is now a wealthy
u - - j .nlnwlniru saves soil mnliiinM
in V.
Hurrow ot disk as soon as tho texture
Quakertown landlord at the age
OI me bull win yriuiiu
of twenty-one- .
He owns a three-stor- y
brick
Sun Needed for Garden.
home, a smart haberdashery,
Don't plant a garden where the son
and la worth over $100,000.
does not shine for at least five hours
eacJn bright day.

'I

Find the Cause!

It isn't right to dreg along feeling
miserable half sick. Find out whst is
making you feel so badly and try to
correct it. Perhaps your kidneys are
causing that throbbing backache or
those sharp, stabbing pains. You may
have morning lameness, too, headaches,
dizzy spells snd irregular kidney action.
Use Doan'B Kidney Pill. They have
helped thousands of ailing folks. A.$k

$6 Eveiiip,

Mitchell and Johnson Regarded
as Finished Players.

i

Useful With Corn as It
Does Not Make Harvesting a
Difficult Problem.

Daddy's

IN PENNANT BATTLE

fairy Tale
BOWER.
GRAHAM

gnnnowt rt vmttN wvihltl tmww

IN THE WOODS.

your neighbor

"I love the woods," said .the Wood
Fairy, "and I see that yon do, too.
Pink Toadstool."
"Oh, yes," said
the Pink Toadstool, "I wouldn't
care about living
anywhere
else.
Some of my family might but I
would rather be
here. I, too, love
the woods so
much."
"Ah," said the
Fairy, "I
Wood
don't think anything else is so
wonderful as the
woods. Just think I
I have for my carpet a soft won"Very Wise."
derful one made
of pine needles. They are so brown
and so cozy looking and so very soft
"Then the great dark trunks of the
trees seem to protect me and look
after me. And the shadows come In
and dance between.
"In the winter there are more
spaces between the great trees be
cause then the leaves on the bushes
and shrubs have gone to rest and the
leaves of the trees have gone to sleep
under the mjow.
"Along the edge of these woods are
wild asters, and they are like a beautiful border to the woods. Later there
will be many changes.
"There will be reds and scarlets
and trees of orange shade. There will
be some that will not turn red and
golden so soon.
"And the deep woods, with their
dark green trees, will look so lovely
back of all these trees of the different
colors.
"The path of these woods leads up
a hill which they call Slippery H11L
And it is very slippery because of the
carpet of pine needles.
"Before the carpet of pine needles
begins there Is the bright green carpet of the field down below.
"In the winter time there Is more
room In the woods, It seems, but it Is
nice to have one's winter home a little different from one's summer home,
and yet have it the same home.
"Now, people have fireplaces and
radiators In the winter In their homes,
but we have snow blankets Instead I
"Oh, the beautiful woods I do love
so much!
."Of course you aren't here all the
time, but you are very . wise, Pink
Toadstool, to choose the woods for your
home while you are here. It is so
nice and cool here when out in the
fields It Is so hot
"You see, we have the Magic Coolers of the woods making everything
so cool and comfortable, no matter
how hot the day may be.
"The birds come here and talk to
us and tell us what goes on about
"A number of birds told me yesterday they hnd had breakfast with some
real people."
"Birds had had breakfast with real
people?" asked Pink Toadstool.
"Yes," said the Wood Fairy, "the
birds had been giving a morning concert In a garden near a big house.
The people were euting their breakfast on the back porch of that bouse.
"And when they paw the birds they
said: "Oh, we will give you soma
breakfast, for you
gave us such a
lovely concert'
"And then they
spread nice breadcrumbs about, and
other good things
to eat. The birds
are quite often Invited to meals
like that
"Not long ago
they had a cookie

jjg

&1

banquet

An Oklahoma Case
Gilbert

H. J.

re-

tired farmer. W.
Sixth St., Newklrk,
Okla, says: "I was
and at
nervous
times I had dizzy
spells. The action
of my kidneys
caused annoyance
and the kidney secretions were often
scanty and painful.
1
had bad backaches and could
h a r d v lift any
thing or straighten up after bending.
Finally I used Doan's Kidney Tills and
they made me stronger and better In
.
every way."
Cat Doan'e el Any Store, 60c a Bos
1

DOAN'S

FOSTER-MILBUR-

KP1iDLlYr

CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

N

inn, TEXAS
Sale of Farms
and Town Sites

AGENTS WANTED
Taft ranch of
Texas has been subdivided Into farm
tracts ranging from 60 to 100goldacres
on
each. These are now being
very attractive terms. This is the
In
black
belt.
the
famous
land
richest
The Town of Taft has been provided
with all modern improvements and
Town Lots will be offered at Publlo
Hale on June 1. This Is a big propoe
agents.
We
sition for
want representatives In every county.
Write or wire today for special
agency proposition and

COUNTY
The

world-famo-

wide-awak-

For Details, Maps, etc.

J. H. KIRCKPATRICK CO.
Central Trait Bwldiaf,

PS

Sis

Antonio, Texas

126

MAMMOTH JACKS

W.

DeCLOW'S JACK VAxUl
Cedar Kaplda, Iowa

v.- -

I bars a banraln for yon, come qnlcR,
La

The Rural Cynic.
"Hiram," said Mrs. Corntossel, "the
boarders will soon be along enjoyin'
the fresh nir and admirin' the

"I suppose so. But my suspicion
that while they talk about air and
scenery, what's on their minds is

Is

kecpln

down the cost of llvln'."

ASPIRIN
Name ."Bayer" on Genuine

Warning!

Unless you see tho name)

Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-onyears and proved safe by millions.
a

Take Aspirin only as told In the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neural
gia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago and for Pain. Handy tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture ot
Monoacetlcacldester sf Sallcycacld.
Adv.

A ring around the moon Is a sign
of rain and a plain ring around a
woman's finger Indicates more reign.

Some

children were having lemonade and
cookies on a hot
afternoon
and
gave
they
the
birds some of the "Birds, Come."
cookies and then
filled a little pun with cool water for
them to drink.
"Yes, here In the woods the birds
come to talk to us. Many of the birds
live here almost all of the time. There
are little toads and frogs who live
here, you, lovely link Toadstool have
chosen It for your summer home, and
the Wood Fairies all live here.
"The woods are better than anything else In the world."
The Wood Fairy waved her wand
and sang while the Pink Toadstool
6mlled a Toadstool smile:
"I love the woods above everything,

GENUINE
fefc

to) nnn
rv

n

"

DURHAM
tobacco makes 50
flood cigarettes for
IUC

(

They make me happy, tiiey make me sing,
htlb-hot- "

f
I
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if You Res! a Medlcina
Yen Shouad

Hava

the Best

ITave you ever stopped to tcasnn why
It is that bo many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
of iight and are aoon forgotten t The
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
the promises of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endless chain system the remedy is
recommended by those who have been
benefited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says "Take for
example Df. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
a
preparation I have sold for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent
as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
ale."
According to sworn statements
and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
is due to the fact,
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments; corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the urio
acid which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Post. Address
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N.
and enclose ten cents; also mention this
paper. Large and medium size bottle
for sale at all drug stores. Adr.
s,

A Sunflower State Social Note.
A Hiawatha bride of a few months

Frock Fabrics

Made in Paris

The making of women's clothes con
stitutes the third largest Industry In
the world. The uninitiated may speak
lightly of fashion, but nevertheless,
writes a fashion authority, It Is a big
ger and more Important subject, wielding a more widespread Influeuce than
One of the
most people realize.
strongest branches of fashion's tree Is
fuhrlcs. For a long time this was only
slender twig.
Then It suddenly began to grow
and In a very short period of time
convert Its development Into amazing
Designers now delight
proportions.
to lavish their best efforts on textiles,
for here their art finds unlimited
scope.
Woolens, silks or cottons
any one taken separately Is no small
subject todny.
Rodler, the great French maker of
fabrics. Is one whose genius apparent
ly never fiugs. During the months directly following the recent war, when
the difficulty of getting raw materials
and workers was almost lnsurmount- -

Is back home. She brought home a
black eye, a present from her hus-

band. She will sue for divorce.
Hiawatha World.
A Lady of Distinction

Is recognized by the delicate fascinating Influence of the perfume she uses.

A bath with Cutlcura Soap and hot
water to thoroughly cleanse the pores,
followed by a dusting with Cutlcura
Talcum powder usually means a clear,
sweet, healthy skin. Adv.

Bernard and Beer, two French mak-- :
ers famous for their suits and coats,
are making extensive use of this.
Popelabule comes In 17 shades.
There are wonderful reds, soft, dull;
greens and enough browns and tans'
to please all tastes. Among' the lighter shades there Is a greenish blue and
a mauve tint, each beautiful. Other
lightweight woolens are In rust
browns beautifully embroidered In
leaves, twigs and pine needles.
In spite of all the wonderful shades
the preference Is given to beige, not
only In popelabule but In every other
material. Throughout the entire collection of new cloths and silks by
Rodler this
shade predominates.
There .are many variations of It from
the palest tints to darker hues almost
brown. Cloths of other colors frequently have relief embroidery In
beige tone.
The creamy Kasha cloth that Lan-vl- n
exploited so freely last season Is
retained, but now It, too, serves as a
background for raised embroidery
often In Moravian reds traced with
black.
Patterns In Plaids.
For the heavier wraps such as traveling and motor coats and for country
suits the plaids having part of the
pattern blotted out by embroidery are
smart. Th Idea of suppressing part
of the design with needlework Is not
a new one. Cherult did It last season with hand embroidery.
The bodice portion of a"slmple
s
of beige popelabule trimmed
with a printed foulard, blue striped
with yellow, shows the back panel cut
In one with the right side front and
the deep sosh girdle, the ends of the
latter and the reverse being lined with
the foulard. It fastens low on the
left side In surplice fashion with three
galallth buttons the same shade as
the material. The long sleeves are of
the same cut as those In a man't
coat, a new and Interesting note.
One of Bernard's new
of Rodler's popefabule In a yellowish
beige hue embroidered In dark blue
has the ehbroidery appearing down
the sides of the coat, on the roll collar and forming a deep border for the
sleeves. The panel-lik- e
front and loose-fittin-g
back are-lefentirely plain. Just below the deep
and exaggerated armhole are loop
panels set onto the body of the coat
giving the appearance of being cut In
one with the sides. These pieces are
heavily embroidered Inside and out,
carrying out the embroidered design,
which extends from the shoulders to
the bottom of the garment.
Woolen Novelties for Springtime.
Embroidered serges are among the
woolen
novelties brought out by
Rodler for spring. Dark, navy blue or
black Is embroidered In Roman stripe
effect, also with borders or bars covering the entire width. For the embroidery, strongly contrasting shades,
suwch as Jade green, yellow, black,
cerise, rose, violet and black red, are
selected.
A novelty woolen for sport clothes
la called d'Jersa Bullalne. The pattern resembles the surface of a waffle Iron, with Its alternating
squares or crinkled and plain
material.
It may be had In all the
bright shades of the modern sport costume as well as dark colors.
Satins and chiffons are embroidered In relief after the same manner
as the woolens. An afternopn dress
of black satin and black chiffon Is
embroidered In red silk. The chiffon
forms the deep apron-lik- e
tunic which
extends to the bottom of the skirt
and the lower portion of the
sleeves.
--

His Wish.
"Did I hear you say you
wanted a dlvorqe?" 'Y. Zee "Oh, no.
All I want Is a divorcee."

'

Red Cross Ball Blue should be used
In every home. It makes clothes white
as snow and never Injures the fabric.
All good grocers, 5c.
All the cork used In the world In
a year weighs little more than 1,200
tons.

coat-mantl-

Sure

bell-shape- d

Relief
6

Bell-an-

s

LB.-A,E
FOR INDIGESTION

Coat Dress of Popelahule In Beige
Trimmed With Blue and Yellow
Striped Foulard.

WS

Women
Made Young
Bright eyes, a clear skin and a body
full of youth and health may be
yours if you will keep your system
in order by regularly taking

GOLD MEDAL
3
The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles, tha
enemies of life and looks. In use since
1690. All druggists, three sizes.
Look for ths nam Cold Medal on every boa
end accept no imitation

I if p

f; yff

coat-dres-

W. Ekks

Hot water
Sure Relief

Gives Tanlac Credit
For Splendid Health

able his work continued. Weavers of
cloths worked out of doors In France
amid the ruins of their factories, and
the things that they produced were
little short of marvelous.
One might have expected the mer
chandise turned out under such conditions to be pluln and uninteresting.
On the contrary, the charm of color
and the originality of pattern were
very great. Rodler's new spring and
summer materials, which are more
beautiful than any he lias hitherto
made, although his fabrics always
have stood for the unusuul In both
pattern and weave, are being lavish
ly employed In the models brought
out by the greatest French dressmakers.
Popelabule Much Like Poplin.
An Interesting new woolen well
liked for suits and lightweight coats
Is called popelabule.
In weave It Is
very like
poplin, the
only difference being that It Is softer.
It might be said to combine the characteristics
of flannel and poplin.

T. J. PARKER
4246 Juneau Street, Seattle, Wash.
"I used to think all the Tanlac testimonials were exaggerated, but 1
have felt thankful a thousand times I
ever believed In It strong enough to
give the medicine a trial," said T. J.
n
I'arker,
for
saleman
Gately'g Clothing Store, residing at
4246 Juneau St., Seattle, Wash.
"Several years ago I commenced
having periodic spells of sickness and
a few months ago I had an attack that
I thought would finish me. When I
did finally get up, I was scarcely able
to go. I had no appetite and what little I forced myself to eat cnused so
much gas on my stomach I could hardly get my breath.
"At night I was often so bloated I
couldn't breathe while lying down and
Just had to sit up and struggle for
air. At times I had cramps so bad I
could hardly endure It.
well-know-

"My liver was sluggish and sometimes I got so dizzy I would nearly
fall. I felt tired and miserable all the
time, couldn't even sleep and for days
at a time I wasn't able to go to work.
"Well, a friend of mine finally got
me to try Tanlac, and It certainly has
done a good Job for me. My appetite Is fine now and although I am
eating Just anything I want and as
much as I please, my stomach never
gives me the least trouble. I have
picked up In weight, my strength has
come back to me, and I am now
the best of health.
"All the men at the store know
Tanlac put me back on my feet, and I
am glad to give this statement for
what It may be worth to others."
Tanlac Is sold by leading druggists
everywhere. Adv.

HORSES

COUGHING

T

USE

Spohn's Distemper Compound
Twenty-seve- n
to break It up and set them back In condition.
years' use has made "SPOHN'H" Indispensable In treating
Coughs and Colds, Influenza and Distemper with their resulting;
complications,
and all diseases of. the throat, nose and lungs.
Acts marvelously as preventive; acts' equally well as cure.
60 cento and 91.1ft per bottle. At all drug stores.

BI'OIIN MEDICAL, COMPANY,

They'll Do That.
Trumpeter Steadman I never pay
old debts. I forget them.
Private Beldel But how about new
ones?
Steadman Oh, I let them get old.
Sparks.

GOSHEN,

When It Hurt.
The Invalid realizes that he Is on
"Did you hurt yourself much when
the branch broke?" "No; not until I the high rood to recovery when ha
sees the doctor's bill.
reached the ground."

bell-slmp-

Skirts are Heavily Embroidered
brought out
The bodice and foundation
the
skirt

mm

cigarette

are of the satin, the former being
heavily embroidered across the front
sections, as well as
and under-arthe short upper sleeves. At the back
there Is a rather broad and loose
hanging panel of the black satin which
extends from the shoulders to the
waistline. Under this panel the deep
sash ends pass and knot at the left
side back at a medium low waistline.
Satin and chiffon are combined In
a frock. The satin Is dark blue and
the chiffon red embroidered In sliver
gray. The undersllp Is of sotln and
Is embroidered down eoch side with
form,
the gold thread In punel-llk- e
this being the only portion of the slip
not veiled by the chiffon. The chiffon
Rklrt Is cut with hip yoke and apron
panels, front and back, the former divided and embroidered down each
side. The bodice across the front Is
well covered with the gold embroidery, while the slightly blouslng back
Is quite plain, with the exception of
the little dot design which also trims
the apron tunic.
There are as many novelties being

smaller articles
In the
fabrics from which the clothes are
made. The women of Paris evince a
craze for all sorts of metal girdles.
The snake design In belts and bracelets Is fashionable among the more extreme novelties. These may be made
of greenish gold or, fur those who are
willing to pay a high price for a novelty which will soon go Into oblivion,
there are snake belts set with precious stones. Often a large diamond
may be suspended from the snake's
mouth.
All that our dresses and hats have
lost In extravagance, Jewelry has
gained. Dress and Jewelry are decidedly at variance.
in

that complete the costume as

Organdie Is Popular.
Organdie predominates In girls'
summertime dresses that are appearing In New York. Frocks of dotted
swiss and glnghum and combinations
of these fabrics also appear. Lace Is
used to great exteut In embeUlsb
uueuts.

tNI.

The Record.
Howell Last night was the hottest
night In the year.
Powell Not for me; the hottest
night for me was when my wife discovered that my pay had been raised
and I hadn't told her of It. New York
Sun.
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U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
April, ii, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that BenS. Hudspeth, ofMilnesand, N. M. who, on
Mch 11, ig'io, made orig S.K.H.E.No.
tor EMSEV, Sec 20, NJi,
43753.
WSW' V, Sec 21, and who on Feb.,
25, 10,21, made add H.E. 1)48722, for
Range 36 E.
NEVt Sec 17, Twp.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice

The State of New Mexico to Arch K.
-- Hello-BillLocker Ruth M. Locker, William Ti
Oliver. Margaret E. Oliver, and all
unknown claimants of interests in the
premises Adverse to the plaintiff.
Gretting: Yon and each of you,
Go
arc hereby notified that a suit has been
filed against vou in the District Court
of th Fifth Judicial District ot the of intention to mkae final three year
To get
to
Stute of New Mexico, in mid for proof, to estalbish claim to the land
Kuoiicvelt Couutv, wherein
M. W. above described, before Win. R. Blanch- EAT. MEALS Now
H .lj5i is plaiiitilf, an tha said Arch ard, U. S. Commissioer,
at Jenkins,
K. Looker, Ruth M. Locker, William v M. 011 the 18 day of May
1921.
T. Olivjr, Margaret E. Oliver, and all
Claimant, names us wliucsHes:
unknown claimants of interest in the
So Kwitclierkikkin.
Joe C Ainsworth, James A.Mcrris,
premises advene to the plaintiff, are Bob Preston, Lawrence O. McCabe,
defendants, said cause being number, all of Milnesnad, N. M.
315 mij
ed 5 upon the civil docket of said
Emmctt Patton. Register.
Court.
The general object of said action
4
ore as follows: The plaiutilf alleges
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
1!i it he is ths owner in Us simple and
Department of the interior
iu posse; sion of Section Twenty-thre- e
of the Ncrth U. S. Land Office at Ro3well, N. M.
lij) an I th? North-halUNION VALLEY SQUIBS.
of Section Twenty. six April 30, 1921.
lull (.'.!.'
Notice is hereby given that James C.
I2fjl, all in Township Five (5) Smith,
Send your films to Mahoney.
of Range Thirty '(o Fast, ot the Mabry. of Portales, N M., who, on
117-- 119
West 4th. St.,
N. M.l'. M. in New Mexico, and that May 15, roro, niadeorig., H. E. No.
Sec. 33, and on De.,
Roswell. New Mex.
he is credibly inl'oiined and helives U5327. for
tlr.it the defendants claim some niter-cr- t 27, 19211, made add., H. E. 045328, for
Section 33,. E'AW'A, Sction
in and to to cert.in portions of said
Terry Patton and J. C. Berrv
Range 32-N. M.
premises, but that such claim is with Township
out merit and void: and the nlaintiff P. Meridian. has filed notice of departed for Texas, where Mr.
t0 uaknnal tnree year Berry will visit his
i rsvs that his title to said premises be nuenuon
mother.
e.itibljshdd
any and all adverse proof, to establish claim to the
c'aims of the defendants or either of and above described, before Alvin C.
them, and that the deiendants be bar-- ' White, U. S. Commissioner, at NW,Y,
The Union Vallev . Literarv
'
R. 31-N.M. on the ij Society gave a two
red and forever stopped from having ,sec. 10 T.
and one half
or claiming any ri','ht, title or interest ay of JUIie r92'-thour
program
last
Friday
night
Claimant names as w'tnesses:
the premises adverse to the plaintiff
will
and
give
one
every
2
.
VV.
K
Joseph f Helms, Wesley
weeks.
and that the u aintift's titln ttif.rf.tr.
Wnkin
forever riuited and sctatrest, and for son - Whit Robimon these of Kenna. Everybody welcome.
Come and
N. M. Elmer C. Hid, of Caprock, N enjoy the fun.
general relief.
'
You are futher notified that unless M.
mi3jio
you enter your appeal unce in said
Emmett Patton. Register.
cause and plead or answer therein on
J. H. Hathcock del!vend
or before the tenth day ot June,
his thrashed kaffir to Elida,
i'j-- i,
judgement by default will be
Tuesday.
taken agiinst you, and plaintiff will
apply to the court for the relief demanded in his complaint.
The program for mothers day
Yon arc father notified that George
at
the school house was well at
L. Reese is attorney for the plaintiff
0
and his post office address is Portales,
tended, everybody enjoying the

the day the

Will make shipment

KoHcn for Publication.
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Kcnna Hotel.

Co.
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tUK rUULICAUON.
Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Roswell, N.
SO TICK

U.

M.

April ti, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that Thomas T.
Fuller, of Jenkins, N.M. who, on July
lfi, 1919, made 2nd H.E No. 040061) for
SE,V, SNEV SSW'4. Sec 20, Twp
N. M. P. Meridian, has
Range 35-filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Wm.
R. Blanchard, U. S. Commissioner, at
Jenkins, N.M. on the iS, day of May
9-- S

igji.
Claim ant names as witnesses:
Ben R. Warren, J. Fletcher Wilson,
Jake E. Hebison, William E. Bonds,
all of enkins, N. M.
ai5 mi3
Emmett Tatton, Register.

o

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
April. 7, ig2r.
Notice is hereby given that Eathen R.
Ball, of Fluvana, Texas, who, on Mch
27, 1916, made II. E. No. 034410, for
Kyi, Sec. n, Twp
Range 32-N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed noticeof intention to make final three year proof, to
estalish claim to the land above described, before Alvin C. White, U. S.
Commissioner, in his office at NV,V ,
Sec. Ten T.
N. M. P. M.
R.
on the 14, day of May 1921.
Claimant names, as witnesses:
Cleveland C. Pyie, Marion M. Pyle,
Hubert N. McMullan, all of Elida,
N. M.
ai5 mi3
Emmett Patton. Register.
,'
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31--

J-

As He Slumber

Sldway Snuggles Him Sale
JsFrom
Wind and Weather

Will Appreciate a share
program.
of your Abstract business.

New Mexico.

Witness my hand and seal of said
court on tin's the 15th., day of April,

0
(SEAL)

K. II. Grissom,
County Clerk.
By Paul E. Morrison,

Mrs Maud Smith, Pres.
Portales,

Dupty.

New Mexico.
. - 1U
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PORTALES
ABSTRACT CO.
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Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Schram
from near White Chapel were
callers at John Millers Monday.
Mrs. R. L. Hollis and

daughter

Burrise spent Monday with Mrf
J. H. Miller.

V.V

d

8
B

h
V;'

Patronize Home
Industry
Why pay freight on flour. The Roswell
Milling Co., is making the best grade of patent
FLOUR from Pecos Valley wheat. Keep your
money at home. What is the sense in helping
Kansas farmers toward prosper ty when a good
FLOUR is made here at home?

Try a Sack Today.
Its GUARANTEED
If Not Satisfied, Uringr it Back and
Get Your M 0 N E Y.

Notice for Publication.
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For Sale By

Mi-

H.

E.
Kcnna,

White.
N.

M

Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Roswell, N.

M.

April, 30 191.
Notice is hereby given that Mary Bell
Morris, of
Elida,
N.
M. who.
on August g, 1917, made lid. E. No.
040905, for Ntf. Sec 14, Township 7.S
,
Range
N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Alvin
C. White. U. S. Commissioner, at
Kenna, N. M. on the 15 day of June
31-E-

Claimant names

i,
V

old

By

f Dabbs Furniture
Roswell,

I

Co.

N. M.

at witnesses:

John P. .Smith, Martone

M. Pvle.
Byron H. Howard, William H. Morrit.
all of Elida, N. M.
mit iin
Emmett Patron, Register.

Ban
U.

H

d.

Q.

lavage,

00

"Cemmlssiener,

-0
it, 1st., National Bask
0-

Oftce
Bldg.

Room
.

Hoswell,

New Mexico.

G. W.

ZISN3K,
JEWELER.

M. W. Hodges

Kdlson & Victer

Phonographs,
New Records Received Onde

RANGE CATTLE and SHEEP
COMMISSION DEALER

A Month.

Roswell,

N. M.

124 North

Mild

Reivrelf,

W

M

T if It
NOTICI Or PUBLICATION.
Department of tho Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswcll, N. M.
Apr ii, 1921.
Notice is here
by given that flyman T. Nored, of
Jenkins, N. M. who on Jnlr to, rgi6,
made Hd. E. No. 035131, for Lots I: 2:
,
41
Sec 3. Twp.. illS,
,
Kge,
N.M.P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Win. R.
Blanchard, U. S. Commissioner, at
Jenkins, N. M. on the 18 day of May
3- -

35-E-

Claimant names at witnesses:
William C. Glehh D. A ohzo Glenn,
William E. Bonds, Ren R. Warren,
all of Jenkins, N. M.
aij 11113
Emmett Pattori. Register.
Notice for Publication

Department of the Interior

KttNrtA RE AO

R D

LOCALS

S
Range
29-N.
M.
P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described before Alviu C. White, l S. Commission-- ,
er, at Kenna, N. M. on the 8, day of
June
Claimant names as witnesses:
George Kay, Thomas A. Tillinghast,
John W. Anthony, John G. Graham,
all of Elida, N. M.
W. K.' McGill. Renter.
KOTR'K fUH I'UBUCATION.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Ronwell, N. M.
Alr H, igjf.
Notice is
hereby give that Renajah D. Owen, of
Jenkins, N.M. who, on May ij, 191G,
made H; E, No; 034746, for
Sec 3, Twp
Range
Meridian, has filed tlotice of Intention
to make final three year proof, to establish claim to theland above described
before William R.. Blanchard, U. S.
CommisBioner, at Jenkins, N. M. on
the 18, day of May 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Virgil A. Mauldin, George W. Watson, Lawrence A. Gray, these of
Jenkins. N. M. James A. Morris, of
Milnesand, N. M.
ais mi3
Emmett Patton, Register.

"SEED"

Kodak finishing. The most
satisfactory mail order service in
the southwest.
Mahoney Studio,
117-- 119
West 4th. St.,

tlM'll'WlllU,i'tf'twt(fMWWMs'l

Your Name on a Postal Card

WILL BRING OUR CATALOG

Roswell, N.M
G. T. Littlefield has been in
itosiwell, this week visiting

Roswell Seed Co.
Roswell, N. M.

I

8-- S

115-11-

S. Main,

7

St.,

frienda and transacting business.
0, H. Sims and family visited
last Saturday night and Sunday
Buy Season Ticket For
W. L. Sears arid family on their
the Coming Chau-:- 0
ranch south of town. They also Q:
tauqua
visited with W. B. McComba
afid family at their ranch Sun
day night.

V,

g--

U. S. Land Office at Roswcll, N. M.
April u, igai.
Notice
is hereby given tliat Oscar Pendleton
McQuatfers, of Milnesand, N. M. who.
on Nov. 16, 192O, made orig. H. E. No
Miss Pearl Bramlett left gat'
O43924, for NV, Sec 19 N W.V, Sec 20.
urday for Por tales, where she
and who on Feb., 9, 1921, made add H.
will visit her parents a short
E. 048718, for
Sec 8 Township
time
before going to the summer
Range 36-N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
Ncrrrial of this slate.
three year proof, to establish claim to
notice roBTciucAnojf.
Department of the Interior
to the land above described, before Wm.
Miss Eleanor Gardner left
It. Blanchard, U. S. Commissioner, at U. S. Lnd Office at Fort Sumner, N.
Tuesday night for 111., to spend
Jenkins, N. M. on the 18, dav of Mav M. April 27, 1921.
Notice is hersby given that John G.
the summer with her mother.
Graham, of Elida, N. M. who, on April
Claimant names aR witnesses:
We
are glad to say that she and
Bob Preston,
Ren S. Hftdspeth, 16, 1941, made add H. E. No. 019528,
Miss
Pearl will teach for us
for
Section 33, Township
loe C. Ainsworth, these of Milnesand.
N.
M. P. Meridian, another year.
N. M. Oeorge farmer, of Jenkins Range 29-has filed notice of intention to make
N. M.
als mt3
final three year proof , to establish claim
Emmett Patton. Register.
to the land aboved described, before
Have your shoes repaired and
Notice for Vindication.
Alvin C. White, U. S. Commissioncut
down the H. C. L.
Department' of the Interior, U. S. er, at Kenna, N. M. on
the 8 day of
C. C. McGuffin,
Lud Office at Fort Snroner. Pf. M, June 1921.
April 27, ig2i.
414 N. Main St.
names
as
Claimant
vltaesxet:
Notice is hereby given that Minnie
George Ray, Thomas A. Tillinghast,
Roswell, N. M.
L. Graham, of Elida, N. M. who, on
W. Anthony, Minnie L. Craham,
April 16, 1921, made add Hd. E. No, John
all of Elida, N. M.
m6 J3
019469, for
Section 32, Township
W. P. Littlefield and T. D.
W. R. McGill, Register.

S,

'

Do Not Miss a Single

Number They are
All Good

ad

i
i

CHAUTAUQUA
At

Elida,

New

V
'&

Mexico

Season Tickets $2.50 plus War Tax

May 26th.

t

to May 30th.

a--

PLANTS-

Tomato
Sweet Potato
Chili Pepper

Cabbage
Bell Pepper'
Celery

regards.
Jones and
hold regular
Quarterly Conference at the
Kenna church next Monday and
Monday night Rev. Jones will
preach. Everybody is cordially
invited to attend these services.

Roswell, N. M.

Fir

'am

customers of this part of the
county.

Phone:
ELiOAv

-:-

:

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Bynum of
4mariilo, Texas, passed through
Kenna, yesterday en route to
Roswell, where they will visit
relatives and friends a few days

Specialty

Door South of

:

Pott Offici,
-:-

-

(

88
N, M.

:

Local Sorgeoa for Santa Fe Ry

Td

A.

Dr.-Chas-

Optemetrist

SAV

Misses Josie Good, Frances
Howell, Beulah Fry and Nonnie
Mae Kimmons will be home next
week from attending school, the

AND SUCCEED

three former are attending the
Roswell and the latter the Port-ale- s

Stahlin

and Optician

EYE GLASSES THAT SATISFY.

school.

HIGH ART TAILORING
TAILORS
HATTERS

AND

CLEANERS,

Work Neatly Done.

2)r. 63. 58. Steffi

0
103

west Fourth

Roswell, N.

M'

Medicine

and
Office Odd Fellows

Elida.

Bids?

N. M.

DAVID L. GEYER
'LAND OFFlSEiiPRACTICS
A SPECIALTY.
ROSWELL,i

FINE HAT MAKING
A PHILIPPINE ART

3()--

N.

Til.

J

,

tomake final three year proof, to estab
lish claim to theland above desoribetf
before Alvin C. White, U.S.Comi- sioner, at A W.'4 , Sec. Ten T.
R.
31 E, N. M. on the 15 day of Jnao igiz.
Claimant names a witnesses:
Frank Good, Willie A. Fry, Will- iam H. Cooper, Harey E. White, all
of Kenna, N. M.
mi iio
6--

Emmett Patton. Register.

Notice for rabDcatloa.
OepartmcDt of the Intertoi V, M.
iMai Offlre, at Roswell. N. Un
Apr. 30, iq2i.
Notice is hereby given that Jesse G.
V
Jf i
ftUi
Gilbert, of Jenkins, N. M. who, oa
July i5, 1918, made add Hd. E. No.
041368, for NtfNWJ,', Sec 8, KEV.
NE', Sec 7, SE.V. NEXSWX, Sec 6.
Twp
Range 34-N. M. P. lieri.
dian, has filed notice of iateatio t
. i"
make final three year proof, to establish
I '
-i
'
claim to the land above described,
before William R. Blanchard, U. S.
lift
Commissioner at Jenkins, N. M. on the
13 day of June 1921.
Clk .aant names as witnesses:
George W. Watson, Virgil A. Manl-diThis Filipina is making a Phllipplns
Lawrence N. Waldrop, Lawrsnco
hat, which is becoming quite popular A. Gray, all of Jenkins, N. M.
l3ji0
with both men and women in the
Emmett
Patton,
Begistw.
United States, and is usually a source
of great pride to the wearer.
9--

'--

C-

'ft,

n,

FILIPINO INDEPENDENCE,

0

Roswell, New Mexico.

Obstetrics,

Elder

Geo. E, Taylor was down froml
Texico, this week calling on his

Dr. A. J. Evans,
4ffcc

three year proof to

Rev. Gilliam will

Co.

410 N. Main St.

A

Uplift

6--

Fee-Skilm- an

Obstetrics

Education
and Fas time

1

i

Presiding

"""

Social

Fun,

Welfare,

eetiblish claim t
services of Misses Bramlett and the land aboe described,
befere II.
Gardner for another term. Miss A. Roberts, U. S. CommissieBer, at
Roberts we are sorry to say will Elida, n.M. on the 15 ilay of June
Cothran were Portales, business
teach at Elida next year but we igzi.
. Claimant names es wluesses:
visitors last Saturday.
are sure the Elida board has John
P. Smith, Walter D. Smith,
made a good selection as she has Abb L. French, Loman L. Peach,
all
Mrs. C. H. Allen had the mis taught six term3 in the Kenna of Elida, N. 11.
mi3 j,o
Emmett Patton. Recister.
fortune of falling and getting district and this is a recomenda-tio- n
which speaks for itself.
one of her legs broken the first
of the week at her home southNotice for PnbllcatloB.
Department of the Interior
east of town.
Dodrill Tire Company does U. S. Land Office at Roswell,
N. If
Guaranteed Vulcanizing and Re- April 30, 1921.
is
Notice
herby
We received a letter from S. treading. Satisfaction Guaran given
that Stanley C. March, of Ft.
H. McVey this week saying he teed.
Roswell. N. M. .Scott, Kansas, who on July 17, 1916,
was getting along nicely, but he
made add H.E. No. 035180, for NWV,
Sec. 15, Twp.
Range
N. M. r.
sure did miss his Kenna friends
CI.
J
VCMi...
uaa
IliCU
IlUllCe OXf IIIUUOI
.iouuiiu,
give
all of them his best
and to

S,

--

Community

Notice

fer FeMleatie.

Department of the Interior
The closing program of the
BUT NO GUARANTY
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
Kenna School was well rendered
March it, 1921.
(Chlcnt'o Tribune.)
last Friday night at the church
We do not blimie the Filipino people Notice is hereby given that J. Fletcher
house to the largest crowd that for wantlnj; their complete freedom. It Wilson, of Jenkins, N.lkf. who, on April
16, tqjo, madeadd H.E. 047117, for
has ever witnessed an affair of Is the uaturul aspiration of mankind.
1
and 2, StfNEW, SE.V,
,Lots
this kind in Kenna and everyone
.
1 Section 3, Twp.
N.
7.S, Range
unanimously voted it the best
M. T. Meridian, has filed notice ef in
presented
that has ever been
tention to make final three year proof,
Notice for FnMlcntlnn.
here. The above program closed
to establish claim to the land above deDepartment of the Interior
one of the best terms of schools U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M. scribed, before William H. lUaucliard.
V. S. Commissioner, at Jeukias, N. M.
Kenna has ever had which is April, 30. I92i- on the ii day of May 19S1.
William
given
is
hereby
that
Notice
to
due
the efficient work of the
Claimant names as witnesses:
on
three teachers, Misses Roberts, F. Bennett, of Elida, N. M.H who,
Ben R. Warren, Walter W. Chane,
E, No.
Aui?. 14, 1916, made add
Bramlett and Gardner, and we 035185, for HE V. Sec. 2, Township William C. Glenn, Thomas J. Fuller,
wish to congratulate the school
.
mi$ "113
N.M. T. Meridian, has all of Jenkins, N. M.
Range
Emmett Patton, Register.
board for having secured the filed notice of intention to make final
35-E-

7--

33-E-
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re heloirm their husbands to prosper

Requirements Furnish Variety
of Topics for Essays and Oral
Discussion.

t

ft

are clad

thev encouraged them to fro where they could make a home of their
nd reduce cot of living where the
DRvina rent
vi
could reach prosperity and independence by buying on oasy term.

Fertile Land at $15 to $30 an Aero

an similar to that which through many years has yielded from 10
to 45 buahaia of wheat to th or. Hundreds of farmers in Western
Canada have raised crops in a sinitle season worth more than the whole
cost of their land. With such crops come prosperity, independence, good
homes, and all the comforts and conveniences which make for happy living.

Poultry

Farm Gardens

mm

Dairying

are source of iivome rcond only toirrain growing and stock raising.
Good climate. Rood neiRhoors, enure ne,
schools, rural telephone, etc.. Kve you the
opportunities of a new land with the conveniences of old settled districts.
mapa, dmeHptlofi of
For UlrMtTatod Htcratnr.
in Manitoba, Saaaatrhcwan.
farm oiiportumtWwrit
and Allrta. rariureJ railway
Can., or
Ipaxtmat of InumgroUron, Ottawa,itc.

rnt.

f.

ViVi

H. HEWITT

NCL
WEARWH,uTpAvrorT,swr

DIAMONDS-Guarant- eed

WATCHES, JEWELRY

Send for the "Loftis Blue Book," telling; all about our easy Credit Plan, and
how you can wear and own a Diamond or Watch and never miss the money.
BaMnutKfern.il.

Toms

im

portM.sd,

ii.oino einis

CHURCH

OLD

FAMOUS

.fi!.
"J

"

f.

mnr
w

GONE

National Credit Jeweler
cMicaao.

AND IT WAS

ill.

THE SAME MULE

Flames That Consumed Historic Wash, Friends Tell Good Story on Lawyer
Who Has Risen to High
ington Edifice Also Destroyed
Position in State.
Relics That Were Priceless.
parish church, In Hock
Creek cemetery, the oldest church In
Washington and one of the oldest In
the United States, was recently destroyed by fire. The Interior of the
building, valuable memorial windows,
old relics and paintings were burned,
and the four walls of the structure,
erected In 1770, were all that was left
of the historic edifice.
Among the historic relics destroyed
by the fire wns a large folio Bible,
which was contained In a glass case
near the chancel. The Bible was
bought in 1727, was used for many
years and was paid for by the conWith the
gregation with tobacco.
Bible, also destroyed, were two large
folio common prayer books, the price
for which, according to records at
the church, was a quantity of tobacco which was to' bring not less
than "Id per pound."
The first Easter service to be held
In the present territory of the District of Columbia took place at old
St. Taul's church, Rock Creek, In 1791.
St. Paul's

Outside Competition.
"Why Is it so hard for a poet to make
a living?"
"Others encroach on our preserves,"
explained the poet. "Doctors, lawyers,
all sorts of men write poetry. Yet you
never hear of a poet trying to write
a legal brief or a prescription."

(Prepared

by the United States Department of Agriculture)
The many requirements for safety
will furnish a variety of topics for
school children's essays and oral dis"AFTER EVERV MEAL
cussion. The dangers of railroad
crossings at grade, the economic JusMint leaf, peppermint or lustification for abolishing them, the Importance of an unobstructed view up
cious Juicy
and down the track as a vehicle
approaches, and the disadvantage of
flavor Is a
for your
sharp turns, etc., are suggestive
sweet tooth.
subjects. Similarly there might also
be mentioned the questions raised by
In
street intersections and turns.
And all are equally ccod for
every town there are inuny crossings
where the autolst's view Is unnecyou.
and
essarily limited by fences, shrubbery,
or buildings ; or where sharp curves
digestion all benefit.
with limited visibility Invite seriou
accidents. Ouldeposts, mnrke, and
other signs for the most efficient guidYour nerves will say "thank
ance of traffic through thickly settled
communities also are part of the
you. your vim will respond.
bigger and more Inclusive topics of
the economic Importance of safety and
guidance the actual' money value of
WRIGLEY'S Is liked for what
human life and of accident prevention.
It does as well as for Its BIG
Another question, In solving which
tho engineer and economist will need
value at the small cost of
the help of enlightened public opinion
(and this enlightenment should start
In the public schools), Is that of the
relation of the public highways to
railroads und canals. The advantage
of long hauls by rail and short hauls
by motor truck; feeding Into main
terminal points by radiating systems
of highways; a division of the transportation burden by parallel systems
of water, rail, and road transportation, are some of the subdivisions of
this general heading.
This listing of topics Is not Intended
to be complete or exact, but merely
suggestive. Those which refer to construction could best be utilized when
construction work Is In progress in
the vicinity of a school. Many of the
other topics may be studied from
maps, of which the students might be
required to make tracings or free-hanparticular
showing
sketches
the
features for which emphasis Is desired.
or regarding which the exercise Is
being written. State highway depart
ments often feel the need of a better
popular understanding of the problems
of road construction, and their officials
Right Thinkinp.
Clara Barton Celebration.
In a hearty
would doubtless
Let the words of mr mouth, anu
The one hundredth anniversary of
manner. Looking ahead, It Is easy to
see an actual shortage of men qualified the birth of Clara Barton, organizer the meditation of mv heart, be acto carry on the work of highway de of the American Red Cross, will be ceptable In thy sight. O Lord, my
strength, and my Redeemer. Psalm,
velopment, so'rapld Is the growth of celebrated next Christmas day.
XIV, 14.
s
movement. Highway In
the
Minorities do not respect majorities ; and they only obey them through
Greatest Zino Mines in Jersey.
compulsion.
The greatest zinc mine In the
world, located In Sussex county, New
The Alps mountains harbor more Jersey, has been worked almost continuously since colonial days.
than 1,000 glaciers.

fruit, either

treat

Teeth, appetite

2012 Main St.. Kansas City, Mo.
Canadian Government Acent

Genuine

Col. W. H. Holmes,

state

superin-

tendent of game for the department of
conservation, was admitted to the bar
on reaching his majority.
His first
case was to prove that a certain mule
belonged to a certain negro. He won
the case.
Subsequently in another mule case
he proved the animal belonged to another negro. Then he was elected dis
trict attorney, and the first case he
had to prosecute was one concerning a
mule. The mule had been stolen and
was over the line In Mississippi. He
was going to abandon the case, when
one of his former clients approached
him and said :
"Cunnel, ef I was you all, I'd go
after dat mule. Dat's de mule been
suppohtln you evar since you was a
lawyer."
And In all three cases It was the
same mule. New Orleans Times-Picyune.
Tragedy In Rhyme.
Three small boys broke all the
Stole a watch with seven
rules.
Left Waukegan, happy home.
Jools.
Started out, the world to roam.
Readied Chicago, tired, broke. Tried
to put the watch In soak. Oldest and
the smartest kid asked Tom Duffy
what he'd bid. DuiTy Is a plain
clothes copper. Whaled their trousers
good and proper.

5c

The Flavor Lasts

d

good-road-

Don't care Is as good a medicine for
physical ailments as anything
the pretty teacher?" "She gave me a else.
general percentage of thirty."
The average man puts In so much
It's the man's own push that gen- time preaching that he has none left
erally gets him a pull.
for practice.
Force of Habit.
"And how did your love letter affect

j-j- Ue)

Many

J:,

own-u-

3?

(Lb

LMU

SAFETY FIRST FOR CHILDREN

its
ll

A7 V7?

BETTER
ROADS

some
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fV.
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It's So Easy to
Make the Change
There's no "bother and no
sacrifice in turning away
from the ills which some1
times come from, tea and coffee, when you decide on

W

x

if

of Crossing a
Stream.
structlon In high schools offers opportunity to state highway departments
to develop a body of future citizens
equipped with a better understanding
of the need for roads, and the problems
likely to be met in building them, and,
at the same time, to stimulate Interest
In the profession of highway engineerSmall

Boy's

Method

ing.

d
lRen you. have a rich ,
table beverage which fully satisfies
the taste
and there's no ingredient to harm nerves or digestion.
Thousands have changed to Postum
full-bodie-

as the better

' cmd

meal-tim- e

drink

they don't turn back.

Suppose you try the change for
ten days and note the result.

"There's

a Reason forPostum

Kadety Postum Cereal Cclnc, Battle Creekic&.

-

--

'

.

.

State departments and county engineers can help teachers (1) by assigning members of their staffs to deliver
occasional lectures, simple In text and
preferably Illustrated with lantern
sillies; (2) by furnishing photographs
of highways and construction work for
classroom or reference use; (3) toy
assisting teachers in the explanation
of work In progress which can be Inspected by classes of students. Many
states also Issue bulletins or reports
which are valuuble for reference.
Determine Road Cost
Some of the things which determine

the cost of road construction are:
Cost of right of way ; cost of clearing anf grubbing; amount and kind
of material to be excavated and
amount of filling to be done; amount
of ditching for surface drainage and
number and
tiling for
size of stream crossings necessitating
culverts or bridges; cost of securing
and placing material.

vttr

s
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Phosphate

Baiting
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Powder
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Catarrh

Catarrh is a local disease greatly Influby
enced
constitutional
condition.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE la a
Tonic ana Blood Purifier. By cleansing
the blood and building up the System.
HALL8 CATARRH MEDICINE restores;
normal condition and allows Natura to
do Ita work.
All DruKKtsta.
Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney
Co., Toledo. Ohio.
Depend

mm

EXPERIEflCE

Cabinet
(& III). Wsstera Newspaper Union.)
What poets feel not, when they make
A pleusura In creatine.
The world. In Its turn, will not take
Pleasure In contemplating.
Matthew Arnold.

Blimp
Chump Still, that isn't the beauty
about a sausage.

ONE-PIEC-

DISHES.

E

A few dishes which mny be pre
pared, bnked and served from the
baking dish will
be greatly appre-clate- d

these

D rings

Bprlng dnya when
extra work Is

a Ray of Hope to

Childless Women

"I had

Lowell, Mass.

anemia from

the time I was sixteen years old and
iwas very irregular.

If I did any house-- j
cleaning or washing
i wouia iainr. ana
have to be put to
bed, my husband
J ",ul
8ute was my last.
your
leuuuig
uwi
text-boo- k
for women
I took Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
used the Sanative
Wash, and have never felt better than
1 have the last two years.
I can work,
eat, sleep, and feel as strong as can be.
Doctors told me I could never have
children I was too weak but after
taking Vegetable Compound itstrength-cne- d
me so I gave birth to an eight
pound boy. I was well all the time, did
all my work up to the last day, and had
a natural birth. Everybody who knew
me was surprised, and when they ask me
what made me strong I tell them with
great pleasure, I took Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
vegetable Compound and never
felt better in my life. ' Use this testimonial at any time." Mrs. Elizabeth
Smart, 142 W. Sixth St, Lowell, Mass.
This experience of Mrs. Smart is surely
a strong recommendation for Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It ia
only one of a great many similar cases.
I

El

Why Castoria?

1

nimiiiiiiiiiiiiimimimiimmniiiiiniiiS

on Where It la Applied.
Beauty Is only skin deep.

sthis woiiii'-

The Kitchen

I

crowding.
and
Potatoes
Country
Bacon,
Stylo. Slice po
tatoes lengthwise and very thin. Put
a layer of potatoes In a baking dish
or casserole, add a sliced onion, salt
and pepper, then a layer of thinly
sliced bacon.
Repeat the layers, hav
ing the bacon on top. Do not add
any liquid, and see that the bacon is
well spread so that the fat will sea'
son the dish well. Cover tightly and
bake one hour In a moderate oven.
Baked Stew Take one and one- half pounds of lean boiling beef,
pound of suet, six medium
sized potatoes, three small onions and
six small carrots, with a small bag of
mixed spices. Wipe and cut the meat
and vegetables as for stew. Fry the
suet till all Is rendered. Pour oCT the
fut and add the meat and onion, fry
until brown, remove and add the potatoes, fry them and add the carrots.
Put all into a casserole, add a generous sprinkling of flour, and salt with
the bag of spice, bake two hours In a
moderate oven. Remove the spice and
serve from the casserole.
Baked Hamburger atid Spaghetti.
Macaroni may be used In place of
spaghetti In almost all dishes. Take
a package of spaghetti, copk In boiling salted water, drain, add one can
of tomatoes, five or six medium sized
onions, chopped, one and one-hapounds of hamburger, fried In two
tablespoonfuls of sweet fat. Stir and
season all until well mixed, then bake
for half an hour In a moderate oven.
Apricot Dainty.
one-haTake
pound of dried apricots, cook until
tender. Mash and add enough sugar
to sweeten.
Add one cupful
of
minced marshmallows and let them
melt. Put Into sherbet glasses and
top with coconut, or chopped nuts.

ago Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups were tho remedies
in common use for Infants and Children; Castor Oil bo nauseating as to be
'almost impossible and the others all containing Opium in one form or another,
but so disguised as to make them pleasant to the taste, yet really to stupify tho'
child and give the appearance of relief from pain.
It required years of research to find a purely vegetable combination that
would take the place of these disagreeable, unpleasant and vicious remedies that
from habit had become almost universal. This was the inception of, and the reason
for, the introduction of Fletcher's Castoria, and for over 30 years it has proven its
worth, received the praise of Physicians everywhere and become a household word
among mothers.
A remedy ESPECIALLY prepared for Infants and Children and no mother
would think of giving to her baby a remedy that she would use for herself,
without consulting a physician.
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Have You Tried It?
Everybody has read the above headline; how many beUeve it?
Have you a little-on- e
la the home, and has that dear little mite
when Its 6tomach was not just right felt the comforts that come with
the use of Fletcher's Castoria? You have heard the cry of
you heard them cry for Fletcher's Castoria? Try it.
Just help baby out of its trouble tomorrow with a taste of Castoria. Watch the difference in the tone of the cry, the look in the
eye, the wiggle in the tiny fingers. The transformation is complete
from pain to pleasure. Try it.

pain-Ha- ve

to

J

iS

farm J

lf

Renew your health
by purifying your
system with

Children Cry Fop

Net Contents 15TluiAT)rafe

,

(.Mnfi.lPfmedvtir

(k,nrti7aWandDiarrftoe.
-

la

You'U find a wonderful lot of Information about Baby in the
booklet that is wrapped around every bottle of Fletcher's Castoria.,
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CASTORIA
Bears the Signature of

r.
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ALWAYS

Flower In the crannied wall,
I pluck you out oC the crannies,
I hold you here, root and ell In my
.

Quick and delightful relief for biliousness, colds,
constipation, headaches,
and stomach, liver ana
blood troubles.
The genuine are sold
nly in 35c packages.
Avoid imitations.

hard,
Little flower but

If I could understand
you
are,
root
What
and all, and all In
all,
1 ahould know what God and man la.
Lord Tennyson.

DESSERTS AND OTHER

DISHES.

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

'

Quite Different.

CKNTAUW COMMKY, NIW VORK CI TV.

On His Dignity.

Avoiding the Novelty.
"They have a new phonograph."
less loafer."
"All right.
aunties, Ida and Nellie, who love hlin
Let's stay away until
"I did not."
dearly. Their pet name for him is the novelty has worn off."
"What did you say about me, then?" Buddy. Aunt Ida had company one
"I merely remarked to a mutual ac- day and Invited Aunt Nellie and HerWhen a fool opens his mouth his
quaintance of ours that In the gentle bert to chicken and dumpling dinner. head Is soon emptied.
art of killing time you had no superior."
When seated at the table his Aunt,
"Well, that's different." Birming- Nellie asked: "Buddy, do you like
No man with a splendid rotund
ham
dumplings?"
volco ever whispers.
He straightened himself up with an
offended air and said; "If you please
ALLEN'S FOOT-EAS- E
DOES IT
call me Herbert before company."
Whan aboe pinch or corns and bunion
EASILY KILLED
acha. set a package ot ALLEN'S FOOT
Chicago Tribune.

"I understand you called

uie a worth-

Herbert has no mother, but two

A meal Is never quite finished without something In the form of a dessert. It may be
a stuffed date or
two,
a bit of
fruit or simple
confection ; omitted, the meal is
unsatisfactory.
Bread Pudding.
Take one and BASE, ths antlaeptlo powder to ba shaken
the shoes. It takes
f
sting out ot
cupfuls of fine soft bread into
corns and bunions, aivea ths
Appearances Are Deceitful.
Instant relief to
crumbs, measured lightly; one egg, Bmartlns,
Aching. Swollen feet.
1.600,000
"You are a fortunate man," said the
pounda of powder for the feet war used
h
beaten,
of a cupful of by our Army and Navjr during tba war. Adv. automobile tourist.
sugur;
f
teaspoonful of salt,
"How's that?" asked the farmer
two cupfuls of milk. Beat the sugar
Comic.
"You are monarch of all you survey."
and suit into the beaten egg, add the
"How's the new Flubdub baby?"
"I guess you are wrong, stranger. 1
milk and graduully stir Into the
"Well, I didn't tell the proud parents still owe nine Installments on that
crumbs. Let stand half an hour, then this, but they could muke a fortune tractor you see, my hired man won't
bake In a dish of hot water.
luring him to a cartoonist as a model." pny a bit of attention to what I say
Spaghetti de Luxe. Take a small
and there's a mortgage on the old
package or less of spaghetti, one can
nappy Day" Bang the laundress home place."
"O
chicken soup, one can mushrooms, one as she bung
the snowy wash on the
h
shredded green pepper and
Knowledge Is power. The more a
was
line.
a "happy day" because
It
cupful of buttered crumbs. Cook the
man knows, the more he can enjoy
used
Hull Blue.
she
Cross
Bed
spaghetti In boiling salted water unlife.
til tender, drain and blanch with cold
Silence is anything but golden to
water.
Butter a baking dish, place the poor girl who is dumb to the enAll politicians are willing to bo
in a layer of spaghetti, half of the treaties of a wealthy suitor.
caught In the cabinet.
mushrooms, and pepper and repeat
until all are used. Cover with the
can of chicken s5up and sprinkle with,
buttered crumbs. Bnke until brown.
Banana Float. Take one pint of
milk, two eggs, one tablespoonful of
cupful of sugar,
cornstarch, one-hasalt, vinegar, two bananas and whipped
Mix' the cornstarch with a
cream.
Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver
little of the cold milk, scald the rePills then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.
maining portion, add the cornstarch
GARTEN'S A few doses restore your organs to their
mixture and cook over hot water for
proper functions and the Headache and the
ten minutes. Beat the eggs slightly,
causes of it pass away. In the same manner
add augur, salt, to the egg mixture.
They regulate the Dowelt and ttrevent Comtipalion.1
A
Stir the milk Into the egg and return
Genuine bear sC&&grC S11 Mi aO Dassi SasO Pries
the custard to a double boiler and
Uatnaiure
cook until thick and tyiiooth.
Cool,
flavor and pour over two large ripe
bananas cut In slices. Chill, and Just
before serving decorate with tiny
floating Islands of whipped cream and
banana slices.
Age-IIeral- d.
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COCKROACHES
TODAY

one-hal-

one-fourt-

one-hal-

CONSTIPATION

one-fourt-

22 UPSET STOMACH.

DEAD SHOT

WW ILLERA
"

Hat Killer

No ,a5t no "mall. Eaten
readily when miiad with
bait, according to directions. Dries them up, no
bad odor. Price SS cents.
For sale by all dealers,
Mfg. by Due Skat Csmkat
Ca, OaUeaia City, Oklaaasu

I

Let Cuticura Be
Your Beauty Doctor
Seap 25c, Obhaeat 25 sad 50c, Talcaa 25c

DEAD SHOT FLY CAKE

7-

J
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C
QUI

Protects your stock from flies.
its and certain. Spray
henhouses with Dead
k
&" F1 BnCertain
1 death to chicken milos.
V.
1 tilil. Tins
1.60
H ial.lins ll.OO
C
For sals br all dealers, of
pro-p1- 4
yia
paroel
sent
upon receipt lo.t
of prloo.
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STRENGTH.
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TRY IT.
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BY USING THE CENUINE

Stearns' Electric Paste
Also fiURB DEATH to Waterbntrs, Ants, Rati
and Mice. These pests am the irrpatunt carrier of
dlhoafte and Mt'HT lifj ALIIXJbUJ. THey desUv
bulb lood and property.
Directions tn 16 languagea In eYery box.
Heodj fur use two alsos Hoc and llli,
U. 6. Government buy a lu

New Life for
Sick Clan
Eatonic Works Magic
"I have taken only two boxes of
Eatonic and feel like a new man. It
has done me more good than anything
else," writes C. O. Krapplr.
Eatonic Is the modern remedy for
acid stomach, bloating, food repeating
and Indigestion. It quickly tukes up
and carries oui the acidity and pus
and enables the stomach to digest the
food naturally. That meuns not only
relief from pain and discomfort but
you get the full strength from the food
you eat. Big box only costs a trill
with your .druggist's guarantee.
Florida Oyxtor Coll lire Offers
s
In- lo
rirulKeryt
rain, hoelnn. plowing or foriwithout
lllaar. Free Infor13.000
mation
words IiiuIuiIIiik V. 8
quotatlona.
Government $14,000
vey, sworn statements. Oyster (Iruwers aur
Association, Apalathlcola, Florida.
come
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Find Cause of

Doctor Canon of Harvard and arteries, others that tha adrenal gland
was somehow affected so as t do the
Aids Announce Results of Exmischief, and so on.
Our work in France gave us opporperiments During War.
de-

tunity to study shock In the utmost
tail. One by one we threw out the
theories advanced In former years.
DIFFERENT FROM SHELL DAZE
Establish Real Cause.
We at length finally tested and esSome tablished tho fact that the condition
Condition Usually Develops
results from the tearing or crushing
Hours After Serious Wound or
of muscles or other tissues by missiles
Accident Dead Tissues Bemoving with terrific velocity. The damcome Toxic and Poisonous.
aged or dead tissue soon becomes
toxic, or In other words acts like a
Cambridge, Mass. Discoveries made
ly lr. Walter B. Cannou of the Harvard Medical school and other American, British and French medical
toward the close, of the World
war have brought forth new evidence
regarding the cause and nature of the
strange phase known as "shock," a
condition that led to Innumerable
Detroit The world Is traveling ou
deaths In war time and frequently has
a similar result after accidents In time Its way to destruction at the rate of
000,000 miles a day, bo the Hev.
of peace.
as It Is George T. Gullen of the West Grand
"Shock, or wound-shocoften called, has long baffled the medi- Boulevard M. E. church believes. That
cal professlan," Doctor Cannon said was a sure thing, he declared, and
to a press representative, on being further he said there are at least eight
asked to describe the results of his Im- other ways In which the old world may
come to Its end before the fatal ending
portant work.
of the "death Journey."
Occurs After Any Accident.
First, he declared, the axis of the
"This condition, which, by the way,
should not be confused with
earth might decide to shift about a
an entirely different phenome- few degrees, with the result that the
non, usually develops some hours oceans would sweep over the dry lands
after a 6erlous wound or accident. It and destroy all life before an ark
grave
shell could be built If that falls to occur
frequently
followed
wounds In the war, and often comes there might be a failure of Internal
on after a person has been seriously fires and the crust of the earth would
hurt In an accident In times of peace, absorb all the water and the air. The
after, for example, he has had a limb death of our planet might on the
crushed In a railroad accident
other hand, be brought about by the
"There have been numerous theories heat of the sun dying out and leaving
of the nature of shock. Some doctors the earth a mass of Ice. There was
held that shock resulted from nervous Just a possibility that we might all be
collapse, others that It came from a asphyxiated by the earth passing
clogging of blood vessels by fat from through the tall of a comet, or this
wouud3, some that It was due to pa- planet might collide with another world
ralysis of the nerves controlling the wandering through space.
shell-Fhoc-
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And the end might be brought about
the speeding
up of the rate of the earth's rotation
on Its own axis.
The rotation atf
present Is Just sufficient to counter--t
act the centripetal force of the suni
and if It were slowed down th earth'
would fly Into the sun, starting at the
rate of 1,100 miles an hour and be
consumed. If the rate of rotation
were accelerated the earth would fly
out Into space Into a temperature of
400 degrees below zero' and the oceans
would be frozen to their utmost
depths.
Other ways by which Mr. Gullen
could see the world come to its end
were the closing up of all volcanoes
and other vents for gases, the Inevitable result of which would be a terrific
explosion that would shatter the world
or bring part of the atmosphere to
such a heat that the oxygen and
nitrogen would unite and cause a
combustion of the atmosphere.
That such disasters were not Impossible was snown, he said, by the spectroscope, by means of which man
could read the life history of the
planets. lie added:
"The spectroscope shows that one
planet Is In a state of white beat that
another showlne yellow is on the down
grade, that Mars Is dying, that the
moon Is dead, while Jupiter Is Just getting ready for sentient life. This world
is on lta wav to death, for It Is travel
ing straight toward Hercules 000,000
I miles a day, and while the dlBtance la
Immense It Is not Infinite.
The Great Danger.
Rut the createst dancer that Mr.
Gullen thinks confronts the earth is
Such a
n collision with a dead star.
star would be Invisible until it came
s within the range of the sun's rays,
which would be when It was five times
&
as far away as Neptune. It could then
be seen In the telescope, in twenty
five years more It would be visible to
the naked eye. In Ave years more It
would pass Neptune and In 145 days'
from that time If It kept straight on,
It would strike the earth. That would,
years and 145 days
give us thirty-tw- o
of warning from the time the dead
world was first picked Lp by the teleby the slowing down or

.
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Science tells us the end Is coming,
the preacher went on more reassurlng-- l
ly, but It does not believe the end 1st
- r"
;
S's
near.
It estimates that God tookj
it
ninety million years to make the world;
habitable by man and that man's Itfej
on It Is perhaps 100,000 years.
His comparatively optimistic comment at the finish was:
"Why could God spend all that time
,
in making a world if It Is to be de-stroyed so soon? God wastes neither
For three hours Miss Iteeva E. Berke of New York city played chess with spaee, material nor time. He Is too
her sweetheart II. L. Rogers, who Stub in Erie, Pa. Radiophone is the an- busy. He Is continually making new
swer the game being a "stunt" of the radio show on the Hotel Pennsylvania worlds, but He does not destroy them
almost as soon as they are made."
roof.

BIG PROFIT IN RABBITS
Large Increase

In

county

stock,

hospitals; the
the Industry numbering 110 rabbits,
Increased to
initial

1,200 In ten months, besides those used
In the hospitals.
A high school boy In Iowa, who
Iowa Boy Clears $1,200 In One Year breeds registered stock on a space 83
feet square In his back yard, raised
by Raising Them In His
enough rabbits in 1913 to clear more
i:
Back Yard.
than $1,200. An Ohio farmer Bends
400 pounds of rabbit meat a week to
Washington. Raising rabbits for city restaurants, yet Is unable to meet
the market Is becoming a pleasurable the demand. ' The foregoing are conand profitable Industry In certain crete examples of what has actually
parts of the country. A resident of been done from records of the bureau
Kansas City, Kan., has raised 800 to of biological survey of the United
400 pounds of rabbit meat a year for States Department of Agriculture.
his own table at a cost of only eight
"It is now well known that rabbit

in This Country.

.

to ten cents a pound. In Nebraska a
large religious Institution that has
mixed rabbits instead of poultry re
ports the meat more satisfactory than
chicken and the experiment profitable.
According to a former county commis
sioner of Washington, rabbits were
grown on the county farm to provide
substitute for chicken for the

meat," says Ned Dearborn, assistant
biologist In a bulletin to farmers, "is
as fine as that of poultry, and that a
prolific
doe can easily raise
in a year 20 young, which at five
months will produce not less than SO
pounds of delicious meat By means of
compound hutches, all thlg can be
done on an area 4 by 0 feet Halt i
ten-poun- d

MARKET CONDITIONS
GrHln.

j

SAYS THAT EARTH
IS SPEEDING TO END

Radiophone Chess With Sweetheart
itJbtA

DR. C. E. SAWYER

blood-vessel-

'Wound' Shock

off-i'i- ts

port of poison. This toxin causes anj
Increased permeability of the smallest
the capillaries, and thus
there Is lost through their walls quantities of the fluid portion of the blood
which should be In circulation.
The
result Is somewhat similar to that of
great loss of blood from the body."
American, British and French medical and surgical officers
In tho Investigations, some of which
were made at Bethune In 1017, some In
London, and others at DIJoa la 1018 In
a laboratory of the American expeditionary force under Doctor Cannon's
direction.
"Toward the end of the war," concluded Doctor Cannon, "we had
learned much about methods of treating 6uch cases, finding that It was
helpful to keep the patient amply
warm, to give him quantities of water, and, If necessary, to transfuse
blood Into the system from somebody
else's."

hour of time a day and some bay, road'
side weeds and refuse from orchard,
garden and kitchen, supplemented by
a small quantity of grain, cover the
Raising rabbH
cost of production.
meat for home consumption Is a prop
osition for turning to account time,
space and materials which are ordl
narlly wasted. In regions where rabbit breeding Is practiced extensively
rabbit meat Is in common use and has
a place with other kinds of meat in
dally market resorts.
"The first object in rabbit raising Is
to supply home needs. The best endorsement an article can have Is the
fact that It Is used freely by Its cro-ducer. If one Is Inclined to disdain
domesticated rabbits on account of ex
perlenee with wild rabbits, he should
know that the latter, as sold In the
butchers shop, are not to be com'
pared with tender young hutch rabbits.
The flesh of the tame rabbit Is a high'
ly nutritious and desirable food, resembling somewhat the white meat of
chicken. Wherever It has been introduced In the markets, It has become
populdr, and tha demand for It luu
steadily grown.
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Dr. C. E. Sawyer, ths President's
family physician, Is directing a health
survey pf he nation. '
AID

FLEDGED

DISABLED

KEN

THE NATION WILL NOT FAIL
THEM PRESIDENT SAYS
Work Near His Heart; Congress Will
Offer Chance for Wounded to Retake Places In Society.
Washington.
President Harding
gave ETs pledge to the disabled sol
diers at Walter Reed hospital that
the nation would not fail In making
them fit to embrace "the opportunity
which Is yours" as citizens of Amen
lea.
Accompanied by Mrs. Harding and
Senator Underwood, the president
visited the hospital upon the occasion
of an entertainment for the wounded
soldiers.
In expressing the wish that ' the
maimed before him might be restored
by tho wave of some magic wand, the
president declared that the next best
thing was for the republic to prove
its gratitude to the soldiers by restoring them to a condition in which they
might live as happily as possible.
"I know tnls thought is in the
hearts of the congress," he continued,
"and I can assure you that It is In
the heart of the executive, and more,
I know it is in the hearts of the

Scntlmont was mixed during tho wccK
and wheat prices flurtuntexl within a
of about Ave cents. ChlcaRo May
riine
corn down four cento due Itirgoly to
liquidation of May futures causwl by Kansas state estimate of 63,0(10.000 bus. corn
on farms April 10th compared with
bushels a year hko. Corn shipments for week exceeded receipts by
nearly 2,000,000 bushels. Exporters after
corn and took 300,(X)0 bushels Chicago on
the 3oth. Montreal in market for com
and took 500,000 bushels during- week. In
Chicago cash market No. 2 rod winter
vheat 11.43; No. 2 hard S1.45: No. 3
mixed corn BOc; No. 8 yellow corn B7c;
No. 8 white oats 3flc. For the week Chicago May wheat up Wo at 1.31Vhc; May
corn down 4c at 071c. Minneapolis May
wheat down 4c at it. 204; Kansas City
May up
c at $1.22Vi; Winnipeg May
down 6c at S1.61H.
Dairy Product.
Butter prices have declined 8 to 10
cents the last week and the market is
very unsettled.
With spring production
increasing: and quality affected by seed
flavors and other seasonable defects
trading; consists mostly of small lots for
Immediate requirements.
Closing pr1c
82 score: New York 35Hc; Chicago 31c;
Philadelphia and Boston 37o,
Trading in cheese Improved, prices
ranging 14 to 13 cents at Wisconsin
primary markets. The holding up of retail prices Is said to have checked tins
Increased demand which should have resulted from the lower wholesale prices.
The past few days trading has been more
active than for weeks.
Hay.
Market Inactive, lteecipts and demand
light. Eastern market firm because of
light receipts. Tracks at Chicago cleaned
up better than last week. Demand at
Kansas City for better grades Improved.
Quoted April 29: No. 1 timothy New,
20;
York 31.50, Chicago $22, Atlanta
No. 1 alfalfa Chicago $23, Kansas City
$22, Atlanta $33; No. 1 prairie Chicago
$18, Kansas City $14.
Feed.
Market less active for wheat mill feeds::
demand from consumers extremely light;
oners from mills and jobbers not urgent.
Transit and immediate offerings scare
slight premium over
and command
prompt. Gluten feed down $5 per ton;
production increasing; demand fair but
not sufficient to take care of increased'
production.
Cotton seed meal quiet,'
brokers quoting $1 per ton under mill'
prices. Quoted April 20: Unseed meal1
$32.50 Chicago, $30.50 Minneapolis; cot- -,
tonsood meal 26 Atlanta, $26 Memphis ;i
Spring wheat bran $16 Minneapolis, f 19.80
Chicago; hominy feed $23 Chicago; alfalfa meal $18 Kansas City, $22 Chicago.
Fruits and Vegetublot.
Sacked round white potatoes slightly
weaker at northern shipping points clos- -.
Ing 70 to 80 cents per 100 lbs. Chicago
carlot market near season's low point at
Florida No. 1 Spauldlng Rose up
per double head barrel Chicago,!
closing around $7.75; New York reoov- -.
ered to $8; shipping points prices higher
good.
movernent
reaching
Texas sacked Bliss Triumphs down $1 to
$1.25 per 100 pounds
Kansas City at
$4.50-St. Louis
0
Cold storage Baldwin apples up
cents per bbl. city wholesale markets.
New York Att stock moitly $8-- 7 per.'
barrel. Northwestern extra fancy Wins- -'
saps firm Chicago medium to large sizes
$2.75-small sixes $2.2.60. Sacked yellow onions slow and Btoady eastern city
wholesale markets at 75 cents to $1.25.
per 100 lbs.
Texas yellow Bermuda
por standard crate for No.
steady $1.60-$1 and 2 stock commercial pack; shipping
0
stations prices down 0 cents at accents carloads F. O. B. shipping point
ceptance. Tennessee Klondike strawberquart basis New York.
ries
per 24 quart crate carloads F. O.
per 24 quar crate carloads F.
0
B. cash track; 82 quart crates down 75
cents to $1.75 at North Carolina stations,
closing $4.25-- 5 wagonloads cash to growers. First car Florida watermelons in
New York wholesale brought 75 cents to
$1.25 each for 15 to 20 pound Tom Watsons, a few selling as high as $1.60.
Uvestock and Meats.
Hog and cattle prices at Chicago declined the past' week. Veal calves and
with feeding lambs;
fat lambs advancedewes
unchanged. Hogs
yearlings and fat
steady to 10 higher, beef steers, feeder
steer e and butcher cows and heifers down
25c; veal calves up 25c to 75c; fat lambs
up 25 to 50c. April SO Chicago prices:
medium and
Hogs, bulk cf sales
butcher cows
good beef steers
steers
feeder
and heifers
light and medium veal calves
$8.50-feeding
$7.76 to 0.75; fat lambs
yearlings
fat
lambs
Stocker and feeder
ewes
shipments from eleven Important markets
during the week ending were: Cattle and
calves 87.716; hogs, 6,470; sheep 8,360.
With the exception of lamb the trend of
eastern wholesale fresh meat prices was
downward the past week. Beef down 60o
to $1 lower; lamb steady to $2 higher
April 29
veal practically unchanged.
prices good grade meats: Beef $16-1mutton
lamb
veal
heavy loins
light pork loins
25-7-

$6.25-6.5-

$4.50-4.7-

5;

25-5-

4:
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MEETING OFJKUKLUX KLAN
Atlanta

Is Again the Scene of the
Mysterious Horsemen.

Ga. The liu Klux Klan,
strong rode through Atlanta.
The fiery cross sending its weird light
from atop the gaunt shoulder of Stone
mountain, and from miles distant
could be seen the blazing beacon of
the invlsable empire. White robed
figures filled the streets.

Atlanta,

5.000

On horseback, in automobiles and
afoot men whose ldentles were con
cealed beneath the mysterious hoods
and flowing garments of the powerful
order. ldentles are nothing, each man
has become Just one more unit in the
romantic organization whose symbol
he wears upon his gown.
No clash between White and ne
groes, no crime which demands ven
geance has set the Ku Klux Klan to
riding. Tt was the sixth anniversary
of the
of the order,
and thousands of members of the
of the order, and
thousands of members of the klan as
sembled in Atlanta for the most elab
orate ceremonial In the history of the
order. Col. W. J. Simmons, the im
perial wizard and founder of the or
der, lead his followers through their
mystic rites.
More than 1,000 novices were ini
tiated into the order at the anniversary ceremonial on top of Stone
mountain. Members of the klan ap
peared on the street from every di
rection. Files of them Issued from
downtown office buildings, which men
in ordinary clothes had inconspicu
ously entered half an hour before.
From dark side streets they swarmed
into Peachtree street the main avo-nu- t
of travel.
In complete form they awed the
onlooking crowds to a strange quiet
they paraded the streets for half an
hour, then almost as mysteriously
aa they had come they were gone.
Loaded Into automobiles, the klan had
departed for Stone mountain, a few
miles from Atlanta, where the order
was established six years ago and
where the annual ceremonial was
held.
Immigration Act Is Indorsed.
Washington. The senate passed
the emergency Immigration bill fixing
admission of aliens to three per cent
of each nationality reBlikmt in the
United States In 1910. The bill Is
effective for fourteen months beginning fifteen days after enactment The
vote on passage was 78 to 1. Senator
Reed, democrat, Missouri, opposed the
measure.

80-0-

10-2-

$4.60-4.7-

$7.25-8.7-

$4.75-8.7-

5;

8;

5;

0;

$5.50-7.2-

$17-2-

$15-1- 6;

$20-2- 4;

$23-27.-

$17-2- 0.

Cotton.
Spot cotton prices advanced 15 points
closing
past
week,
at 11.17 cents per
the
pound. May futures up 16 points at 12.10
cents.

PRICES DROPPING

SLOWLY

"Striking Point" Reached,

Is Report

of Reserve Bank.
Washington. Ketail prices appear
to be at the "striking point" in the
country's readjustment process, says
the federal reserve board in a general review of business and financial
conditions for April. Other factors
retarding readjustment were said to
be high transportation charges, wages
and coal and steel prloes.
Complete business recovery, the
board continued, has been slow and
expectations that this spring would
see economic and business readjustments fairly completed have not been
realized. Nevertheless, it added, the
month of April has given evidence of
an improved feeling developing with
regard to business and the outlook
generally.
Kansas City Journal Sold.
Kansas City, Mo. The Kansas City
Journal, the city's oldest newspaper,
was purchased by Walter 8. Dickey,
wealthy clay products manufacturer
and prominent republican state leader,
at a receiver's sale. The purchase
price was $111,000. In addition, Mr.
Dickey assumed a real estate' mortgage of $100,000 and $5,000 interest on
the mortsase and. $5,000 in taxes.

